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Privacy  - Terms

Iran Tour Operator:

Mashahir Gasht

City will be visited:

Tehran

Duration of Tour:

3 Nights / 4 Days

Start point:

Tehran Airport /OR/ Terminal

End point:

Tehran Airport /OR/ Terminal

Transportation:

Public transportation

Tour Guide:

Local tour guide-English speaking

Start price:

220 €-250 € p.p

Contact us:

+989131643424

  

  

  

TEHRAN, SHIRAZ, YAZD, ISFAHAN, KASHAN, TEHRAN 9NIGHTS/10DAYS
BUDGET TOUR

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

Iran Tour Operator of This Tour: Mashahir Gasht travel agency(Isfahan/Iran)

What is the meaning of Iran budget tour? Iran budget tour mean this tour is more economy, of course level of service is different and
transportation will be with public transportation(Ground transfer between cities will be with VIP Bus(25 seats)/ Bus ticket, train ticket or
Economy flight ticket(economy class-20 kg). in Iran budget tour, inside each city for city tours Taxi and Snapp will be use, and Tour
guide in each city is different as we use local tour guide(English speaking)  in each city (all of them are experienced and they all have
license from tourism organization- Basically we use English speaking tour guides, but for other language if you need, please send request
to us), accommodation can be selectable by tourists: Hostels, guest houses, 2* or 3*, 4* and 5* hotels,… and type of room basically will
be standard room and for superior room, suite room, royal room price will be higher(on request). All domestic flight tickets if needed for
Iran budget tours are economy class(20 kg-allowance for baggage).Iran Budget tour is excellent choice for Solo travelers and
individual groups, who like to visit Iran in more economy level. and about local tour guides, all tour guides that come to you as we send
for city tours have license from tourism organization and have Tour Guide Card, and basically  tour guides are English speaking for
tours( But for other language please contact us online in WhatsApp +989131643424, or send email to us: mashahirgasht@gmail.com)

Iran Budget Tour: operate by Mashahir Gasht travel agency
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TEHRAN, SHIRAZ, YAZD, ISFAHAN, KASHAN, TEHRAN 9NIGHTS/10DAYS
BUDGET TOUR
 10Days/9Nights Iran Budget tour
 7 UNESCO sites
 8 Day city tours+ local tour guide
N Solo Traveler and individual groups
N Yazd-Isfahan-Kashan-Tehran Bus ticket
N Tehran-Shiraz Flight ticket
N Mashahir Gasht travel agency
N WhatsApp: +989131643424

 

UNESCO World Heritage sites that will be visited during this Iran trip listed below:

Meidan Emam, Esfahan (Emam Square / Naqsh-e Jahan Square)

Masjed-e Jāmé of Isfahan(Atiq Mosque/Jameh Mosque / Atiq Jameh Mosque)

Eram Garden/Baghe Eram (Shiraz)

Fin Garden/ Baghe Fin (Kashan)

Yazd city

Dolat Abad garden/ Baghe Dolat Abad garden (Yazd)

Persepolis(Takhte Jamshid) (Fars Province)

Pasargadae (Fars Province)

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

L Day 1 IKA airport-Tehran (Capital of Iran) / Arrival: Tehran

Arrive to IKA airport (Tehran), transfer to hotel and check in. First day Tehran city tour include visiting: Golestan palace (UNESCO World
Heritage Site) as Golestan palace is complex of palaces, 2 palaces will be visited, then Sardar-e Bagh-e Melli /The Gate of National
Garden, carpet museum of Iran, Imamzadeh Saleh holy shrine, Tajrish square and Bazar…

Tour guide is local tour guide of Tehran and will meet you in lobby, and all transportation for Tehran city tour will be public transportation
with Taxi, Snapp (in some case Metro, as it is more fast without trafic).

Golestan Palace is a building located in the central part of Tehran city, which was built in the late 980s of AH during the Safavid era and
was used by 7 Qajar kings as a place of residence and kingdom. Golestan Palace is a collection of several mansions, courtyards,
gardens, halls and passageways, each of which can be a historical monument and a unique tourist attraction.
The presence of various kings in this palace has made the soul of the building witness important historical events, some of which we
know about. But some others, like a secret in the heart of the building’s walls, will remain silent forever. Among the most important events
that took place in Golestan Palace, we can mention the coronation of Muzaffaruddin Shah and Ahmad Shah Qajar, the opening of the 1st
Majlis, the preparations for the extinction of the Qajar dynasty and the establishment of the Pahlavi dynasty, the sitting and coronation of
Reza Shah and the coronation of Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi. The fact that Golestan Palace was built during the Safavid era, but what
comes out of the heart of history now is all the events of the Qajar and Pahlavi eras, it is related to the fact that Golestan Palace
underwent many changes and sometimes many damages throughout history. Therefore, currently there is not much information about
the events that happened in this building before the Qajar era.

The Iranian Carpet Museum is one of the most spectacular attractions in the capital for those interested in carpets and the art of carpet
weaving. In this museum, a collection of old and very valuable and precious carpets made by the handiwork of famous Iranian artists
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and all kinds of rugs are displayed for the public to visit. If you want to get to know the Iranian Carpet Museum, its history, sections and
address, stay with us.

Imamzadeh Saleh is the name of a shrine located in Shemiranat city of Tajrish city. As it appears from the inscription above the head of
the courtyard and according to the books of Bahr al-Ansab and Kenz al-Ansab, he is one of the sons of Imam Musa Kazem and the
brothers of the 8th Imam of the Shiites, Ali son of Musa. The building of Imamzadeh has been included in the list of national monuments
of Iran since 1351 and has been registered as number 909.

L Day 2 Tehran//Shiraz Flight ticket

Transfer to Shiraz airport for flight Tehran-Shiraz, arrive Shiraz and meet local tour guide, Shiraz city tour include visiting: Eram
garden(Baghe Eram)-Persian garden UNESCO World Heritage site, Hafezieh(Hafez tomb), Ali Ibn Hamzeh holy shrine, Quran gate,
transfer to hotel and check-in,rest.

Overnight: Shiraz.

L Day 3 Shiraz

In the morning local tour guide waiting for tourist/s for Shiraz city tour that is include visiting:  Nasirolmolk mosque(Pink
mosque),Narenjestan Ghavam, Vakil complex: Arge Karim Khan(Karim Khan citadel), Vakil Bazar(Bazare Vakil), Vakil
bathhouse(Bazar Vakil), Vakil mosque, free time.

local tour guide of Shiraz will met you in Shiraz and for Iran budget tour as we mentioned before all transportation for city tour will be
public transportation: Taxi, Snapp.

Overnight: Shiraz

L Day 4 Shiraz ---Yazd (450 KM) Ground transfer

Early in the morning ground transfer to Shiraz and in the way 2 UNESCO World Heritage sites will be visited:

Persepolis(Takhte Jamshid)
Pasargadae(Tomb of Cyrus the Great)

The ancient city of Persepolis or Persepolis was the capital of the Achaemenid Empire and many palaces show the glory of the
Achaemenid era.

The tomb of Cyrus the Great is located in Pasargad, Iran. Cyrus was the founder of the Achaemenid dynasty in Iran and was considered
one of the most powerful kings in the world. In the construction of the tomb of Cyrus, the best engineers and correct architectural
principles have been used, so that the building of the tomb of Cyrus the Great is still standing after 25 centuries of its life.

Arrive Yazd, transfer to hotel and check in.

Overnight: Yazd

L Day 5 Yazd

Yazd city is registered as UNESCO World Heritage Site, Meet local tour guide and Yazd city tour include visiting: Borje
Khamoshan/Zartoshtian Cermetory(=Yazd Silent Tower= Dakhmeh), Atashkadeh(Fire temple of Zoroastrian), Zoroastrian fire temple
of Yazd is one of the attractive and spectacular Zoroastrian places in Yazd province. The fire temple of Yazd is very important for
Zoroastrians because of keeping the 1500-year-old fire. Then, Dolat Abad/Daulat Abad garden(Baghe Dolat Abad)-UNESCO World
Heritage site will be visited, inside Dolat Abad/Daulat Abad garden one big wind catcher(Badgir) located in the center of garden,
Jameh mosque, Fahadan quarter, Bazar…

Daulat Abad Garden of Yazd, which is nearly 3 centuries old, is now one of the oldest Iranian gardens, where there is a sign of heaven in
every corner and with its world fame, it makes visitors think. Trees such as grape, pine, cypress, pomegranate and cherry can be seen
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everywhere in this green garden, all of which have created a beautiful and refreshing atmosphere, and in the spring season, with the
spread of the smell of Mohammedan and red flowers, they take one’s mind.

Daulat Abad Garden, Yazd, was placed in the ranks of Iran’s national monuments on March 23, 1346 AH with number 774, and with its
global registration in 1390 AH, it is considered one of the nine Iranian gardens in the UNESCO World Heritage.

Overnight: Yazd

L Day 6 Yazd ---Isfahan Yazd---Isfahan (320 KM) ground trans/Public transportation (bus ticket)

Transfer to terminal for public transportation-bus ticket(VIP bus 25 seats), from Yazd to Isfahan is about 4 hours. Arrive to Isfahan, meet
tour guide and city tour in Isfahan include: Vank church, Jolfa quarter, Sio Se Pol bridge, Chahar Baghe Abbassi St,…

Overnight: Isfahan

 

L Day 7 Isfahan

Local tour guide will meet you in lobby and first day Isfahan city tour include visiting: Naghshe Jahan square(=Emam or Imam
square/Shah square), Emam square/Naghshe Jahan square is registered as UNESCO World Heritage site, and really it is in vast area,
Naqsh Jahan square is not circular but rectangular In a large and wide area, a building and an architectural masterpiece is located on
each side of this rectangle. 4 landmark buildings and architectural masterpieces that can be visited in Naqsh Jahan Square:

Imam Or Emam Mosque/ Abbasi Grand Mosque/ Shah Mosque/ Jameh Abbassi
Aali Qapu/Ali Ghapo Palace
Sheikh Lotfullah Mosque
Gheysarieh/Qayseri Bazar/Kayseri market

And a very famous palace near Naqsh Jahan Square: Chehelston Palace and at the end Atigh mosque(Jameh mosque) UNESCO World
Heritage site will be visited.

Overnight: Isfahan 

L Day 8 Isfahan---Kashan (210 KM) Ground Public transportation/Bus ticket

In the morning transfer to terminal for ground transfer with public transportation with Bus(VIP bus-25 seats), from Isfahan to Kashan is
about 3 hours, arrive to Kashan, meet local guide and Kashan city tour include visiting: Fin garden(Baghe Fin) that is registered as one of
Persian garden of Iran as UNESCO World Heritage site. Then one old and traditional house of Kashan will be visited: Brojerdi house or
Tabatabaeei house and at the end Sultan Ahmad bathhouse.

Hotel check-in and rest.

local tour guide of Kashan will meet you in Kashan and for Iran budget tour as we mentioned before all transportation between cities will
be public transportation, as here ground transfer from Isfahan to Kashan is with bus (VIP Bus-25 seats)/bus ticket.

Overnight: Kashan

L Day 9 Kashan---Tehran (250 KM) Ground transfer/Public transportation with bus/bus ticket

Transfer to Terminal for ground transfer by public transportation with bus ticket(VIP bus-25 seats), from Kashan to Tehran is about 3
hours, arrive Tehran, transfer to hotel and rest.

Overnight: Tehran

L Day 10 Tehran//Departure  How can I help you?
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Transfer to IKA airport and departure…

Price Table of Tehran, Shiraz, Yazd, Issfahan, Kashan, Tehran
9Nights/10 Days Budget Tour

Price is per person, in double or triple room 

Group Size Hostel, Guest house,  2*
hotels

3* Hotels 4* Hotels, Boutique
hotels

5* Hotels

Solo Traveler(1 PAX) 1330 € 1485 € 1760 € 1990 €

2 Tourists (price per person) 855 € 920 € 1020 € 1125 €

3 Tourists (price per person) 850 € 905 € 1000 € 1110 €

4 Tourists (price per person) 840 € 890  € 990 € 1100 €

Please note: This price is valid for lowest possible price for flight Tehran-Shiraz,  Iran domestic flight tickets (Economy class) as normally
available for us and we confirm, in case flight ticket price increase(for any reason) price will be subject and we will inform before final

confirmation./Thanks.

Price include:

9Nights Hotel Accommodation 
 Local Tour Guide for city tours(English speaking) *other language: on request-for city tours
 All ground transportation in destination location with public transport
Entrance fee for historical places according to itinerary
 Visa arrangement (reference number approval)
Flight ticket Tehran-Shiraz, (economy class-20 kg)
Bus ticket: Yard-Isfahan-Kashan-Tehran
Iran travel insurance (Economy class-Basic coverage)

Price Excludes

 Any Private Expenses
Lunch and Dinner
 Tip
 Visa Issue Fee

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran
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Iran Classic Tour-Bud…
MashahirGasht Iran Tour Operator

Google, Mapa GISrael 2023© ١٠٠ کیلومترشرایطداده ھای نقشھ

Iran Tour Operator: Mashahir Gasht travel agency-Iran

 Photos

Download this tour Chat with usonline: +989131643424

You like Tehran, Shiraz, Yazd, Isfahan, Kashan,
Tehran 9Nights/10Days Budget Tour

Book online and pay online now!
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Contact Info:

Office  +98-31-36822166

Mobile  +98-9131643424

 mashahirgasht@gmail.com

Address:  Isfahan/IRAN

Mashahir Gasht Mashahir Gasht Licenses: English
العربية
Русский
Türkçe
اردو
Français
Italiano
�ह�ी
Español
Deutsch
中文 (中国)
Bahasa Melayu
⽇本語
한국어

فار��

This website is designed and supported by Apadana Quality Ideal company.

Related Tours

Book Now

Emam Zadeh Saleh Holy Shrine Tour,3-4 Hours,
20-35€ Per person

Shah-Abdul-Azim holy shrine Tour, 3-4 Hours,
25€(By Metro+ Snap)per person & 40€(by Private
Car) per person

Price: 20 € per person Price: 25 € per person
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